FACILITY STATUS UPDATE

For Hospital Facility Users
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Hospital General Status and Bed Updates

- The Update Facility Status page is used to enter current status information for your facility.
- The top part of the page displays your facility’s General Status and Bed Information.

To access the “Update Facility Status” page, click “Status” in the Navigation Menu on the left side of your screen. Then click “Update Facility”.

2 Underneath the name of your hospital is the section “General Status”. This is used to show if your facility is open or closed. Click the words “Open or Closed” to change this status. There is a Notes field for entering any additional information.

3 The next section, “Licensed Beds” displays the types and number of licensed beds at your facility.

4 The “Licensed” value is the total number of licensed hospital beds by bed type and is view only.

5 “Staffed Capacity” is the number of Licensed Beds the hospital is staffed to use. Click in the box next to each bed type to enter this number. The numbers for the different Acute Care Bed Types will auto sum into Total Acute Care.

6 “Beds in Use” is the number of Licensed beds occupied by patients. Click in the box next to each bed type to enter this number. The numbers for the different Acute Care Bed Types will auto sum into Total Acute Care.

7 The system will automatically calculate the Available Beds for each Bed type based on the values entered for Staffed Capacity and Beds in Use.
“Patient Census” is the total number of patients currently in the hospital. Click in the box to enter this number.

“Other Resources” is the next section and contains non-licensed services that are available at a hospital. If your facility has an Emergency Department, the related fields are view only and are auto populated from the “Update ED Status Screen”. Click in the boxes to enter numbers for any other listed resource types.

Emergency Department Update and Saturation Score

- This page is used to enter information about your Emergency Department and determine your Saturation Score. The data in the seven fields below is used to calculate the Saturation Score by applying the National Emergency Department Overcrowding Scale (NEDOCS) formula.

- To update the status of an Emergency Department, click on “Status” and then “Update ED” in the top left corner of the screen.

- Hover over each data field or click “Show Description” to view a description of each field. Enter a number into each of the seven data fields. (see the detail screen below)

- Click to Calculate Score to auto calculate the Saturation Score of an Emergency Department. On a scale from 1-200. See the Color Key to interpret this score.
• Click \textcolor{red}{4} “Open or Bypass” to show the Emergency Department status.
• Click \textcolor{blue}{5} the blue “Update Status” button to update and save all data entered on this screen.

\textbf{Systems and Fuel}

• The next section is called “Systems”. \textcolor{red}{1} Click the word that describes the status of each system: Operational (Green), Partial (Gold), Non-Operational (Red) or On Generator (Black). There are Notes fields available for additional information.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textcolor{red}{2} Underneath the facility systems is the final section called Fuel. This section shows the type(s) of fuel used by the facility’s generator. \textcolor{red}{Click} the word that describes the status of fuel: “Adequate” (Green) and “Short” (Red).
  \item \textcolor{red}{3} If a facility is running low on fuel, click and enter the amount of fuel that is needed. Click \textcolor{red}{4} to select the appropriate measurement of fuel.
\end{itemize}

\textcolor{blue}{Click} the blue “Update Status” button \textcolor{red}{5} to update and save all data entered on this screen.